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The Brewery Tap

CAMRA

proudly presents

NEW YEAR’S EVE PARTY 2019

OFFER ...

20p off
a pint
of cask ale / real cider
on production of a valid
CAMRA membership card

BOOK
NOW
for

Christmas

MOTOR CITY VIPERS

Supported by Dj Julian Roberts

Playing the very best of Motown & Northern
Soul Classics, with a few modern gems thrown in!

Tickets available NOW!!!

Onn ssale
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ale
l over
ov th
th bar
the
ba in
in th
the vvenue,
enue, or by calling 01733

358 500

Thai Banquet : £35.00 (including Entry) or Entry only tickets : £15.00
Doors open from 7pm. Thai Banquet served from 7:00 - 9:30pm

01733 358500 thebrewery-tap.com

80 Westgate, Peterborough PE1 2AA

ABV 4.2%
A local favourite, Tiger is perfectly balanced thanks to carefully selected British
hops and premium Maris Otter malt.
The Tiger is synonymous with Leicestershire after the Royal Leicestershire
Regiment were nicknamed ‘The Tigers’ in 1825 following long service in India.
It’s also the name of our local rugby club, the Leicester Tigers. This is their
Official Beer as it is for the many local teams and that’s why our Tiger is roaring!
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Editor’s Ramblings
This is my sixth issue as Editor, so
I’ve been doing the job now for a
whole year! Tempus fugit and all
that…..in that time I’ve laughed
a bit, coughed a bit, worried a bit
and learned a lot as well as drinking
[WUMÅVMITM[QVXTIKM[1UQOP\VW\
otherwise have been to.
I must start this issue’s Ramblings with the sad news that
stalwart daytripper Joan Wilkinson passed away in September.
1LQLV¼\SVW_PMZ_MTTJ]\JMVMÅ\\MLWV*ZIVKP[WKQITW]\QVO[
NZWU \PM _Q\ IVL _Q[LWU [PM LQ[XMV[ML [W NZMMTa  ) Å\\QVO
tribute to Joan appears later in this edition.
The Yuletide season is upon us, but one thing festive drinkers
won’t see this year is the welcoming lights of the Heron
in Stanground, which closed its doors for the last time in
September. I can’t claim to have been a regular there – as you
know I don’t even live in Peterborough – but on the occasions
I did visit recently I immediately felt at home. The fact that the
Nene Valley Egyptian Cream was always so delicious probably
helped! When pubs like the Heron, with its cavernous interior,
separate function room, large outdoor drinking area and
[XIKQW][KIZXIZS\PQVS\PM6WZ\PÅMTL[QV;\IUNWZLKTW[MQ\
makes me feel very sad indeed… I’m sure I speak for all at
CAMRA when I say that we wish Meri and her family every
success in the future.
Moving on, there’s better news from Werrington with the
announcement that Andy at the Ploughman has signed a
ÅN\MMVaMIZ TMI[M \W [MK]ZM \PM X]J¼[ N]\]ZM <PQ[ Q[ [MZQW][Ta
good news and brings closure to an interminable saga and
what must have been a worrying time for the Simmonds family.
Now they can concentrate on doing what they do best, which,
QN  \PM XQV\[ 1 [IUXTML L]ZQVO \PM ZMKMV\ *ZIVKP UMM\QVO I\
the Ploughman are anything to go by, includes dispensing top
quality ale!
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Talking of top quality ale, and with Christmas approaching, I
quote Guardian columnist Zoe Williams : “If you really want
to show your commitment to pub culture, all you have to do is
visit more pubs, more often, and stay longer”.
*a \PM _Ia \PMZM _I[ I [QVOTM KZW[[_WZL _QVVMZ NZWU 1[[]M
203. Step forward David Weaver of Orton Goldhay, who was
also a winner of the previous competition – clearly a man who
likes his Rocket Ales!
To close, I’d like to wish every one of our readers and
contributors a splendid Christmas and New Year. And – if
you’re driving over the holiday period, please take care – ‘cos
I’ll be walking!
Good luck!

Al
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Chairman’s Corner
1 _QTT [\IZ\ W ٺJa KWVOZI\]TI\QVO
Andy Simmonds who after
a number of hard years
campaigning has managed to save
his beloved Ploughman pub at
Werrington by taking out a new
lease… well done Andy and his team. I also wish Stuart,
Andy’s elder brother, and former landlord of the Dragon,
?MZZQVO\WV ITT \PM JM[\ QV PQ[ VM_ ^MV\]ZM I UQKZWX]J
LW_VQV*ZQ`PIUWV\PM-VOTQ[P:Q^QMZI
It is encouraging to hear that the pub chains are continuing
to invest in their Peterborough pubs with the Halcyon,
+WWXMZ[ IVL ,ZIOWV ITT JMVMÅ\QVO  ?M IZM IT[W [MMQVO
existing micropubs expanding and doing well with the
team behind Puzzles opening a new venture in the old
+W[\I +WٺMM [PWX QV \PM \W_V PITT IVL XTIV[ ]VLMZ_Ia
to open the Wonkey Donkey micropub on Fletton High
Street.
Slight changes to the Peterborough Pub of the Year
UMIV \PI\  _QVVMZ\PM*]UJTM1VV Q[ QVKT]LML _Q\P
the three Gold Award winners from this year, Charters,
Frothblowers and the Yard of Ale. All branch members

should have already received their nomination or voting
forms through the post. If you haven’t please email me
your nominations / votes along with your membership
V]UJMZ \W KPIQZUIV(ZMITITMWZO]S JMNWZM \PM LMILTQVM
WN \PM th December. The winners will be announced on
our website before New Year’s Day.
I do hope to see as many of you at the AGM on 3rd
,MKMUJMZ I\ \PM *ZM_MZa <IX QN  aW] _IV\ \W [\IVL NWZ
any committee position please contact me before the
\P6W^MUJMZ7\PMZ_Q[M1PWXMaW]ITTPI^MIUMZZa
Christmas and wish you a happy New Year.

Matt Mace
Chair

Are you missing out?
Get Beer Around Ere delivered to your door! For a year
(6 issues) send £3.78 for second class or £4.32 for 1st
Class or multiples thereof for multiple years.
Please send a cheque/PO payable to
Peterborough CAMRA and your address to:
Daryl Ling, 19 Lidgate Close, Peterborough PE2 7ZA

Pub of the Year Award and Good
Beer Guide Review
We are in the process of reviewing how we select the
*ZIVKP8]JWN \PMAMIZIVLPW__MKPWW[MX]J[NWZ\PM
/WWL*MMZ/]QLM
At present the Pub of the Year is voted for by CAMRA
members who select their choice from a list of the Gold
)_IZL_QVVMZ[NZWU\PMaMIZ][]ITTaIZW]VL\W8]J[
The result of the voting takes place at the end of December
MIKPaMIZ+]ZZMV\Ta\PM*]UJTM1VVPWTL[\PQ[\Q\TM)TWVO
with Pub of the Year we also have a Cider Pub of the Year
K]ZZMV\Ta \PM .ZW\PJTW_MZ[ QV ?MZZQVO\WV IVL I 4WK)TM
8]JWN \PMAMIZK]ZZMV\Ta\PM7[\ZQKPQV\PMKQ\aKMV\ZM
One of the changes we are considering is to give out
other annual awards, similar to many CAMRA branches
throughout the country, such as “Rural Pub of the Year”,
“Community Pub of the Year” and “Micropub of the
AMIZº<PMTI\\MZWN \PM[MZMÆMK\[\PMOZW_QVOV]UJMZWN 
Micropubs in our district. We are looking at these options
Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk

but we do feel it is important not to undermine the prestige
of an overall Pub of the Year award.
A change we have agreed to make is to include the current
Pub of the Year in the selection of choices for the next
8]JWN \PMAMIZI_IZL;WQVW\PMZ_WZL[\PM*]UJTM1VV
will be included alongside the Gold Award winners of
this year (these being Charters, the Yard of Ale and the
.ZW\PJTW_MZ[NWZ[MTMK\QWVWN \PMW^MZITT_QVVMZ
?Q\PZMOIZL\W\PM/WWL*MMZ/]QLMMV\ZQM[NWZW]ZIZMI
we are looking to make some changes on the way we select
pubs to be listed. This is a project that we will pick up in
the new year.
If you have any views or comments on the way we carry
out these selections we would be pleased to receive your
feedback.

Don Rudd
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Pub News
In this month’s edition we will be looking at pubs along
\PM ) NZWU _PMZM Q\ [\IZ\[ I\ 6WZUIV +ZW[[ ZQOP\ \PM
_Ia \PZW]OP \W *W]ZVM _PMZM _M IT[W TWWS I\ \PM \_W
3VMIL X]J[ IVL _PMZM \W OM\ I OWWL XQV\ QV *ZM\\WV
8M\MZJWZW]OP¼[-V\MZ\IQVUMV\0W\[XW\ )[][]IT_MÅVQ[P
W_ ٺQ\P \PM WXMVQVO IVL KTW[QVO[ WN  ^IZQW][ X]J[ QV W]Z
area.

:M[\I]ZIV\ J]\ LWM[ PIZJW]Z \PM ; *IZ QV \PM ZMIZ
KW]Z\aIZL[MM*)-

The A15 through our Area
The road that begins at Norman Cross and carries on
through our area is known as London Road, Lincoln Road
or even Peterborough Road depending on your location,
and has historically been well served for pubs, but sadly
many of these have fallen by the wayside of late, especially
in Peterborough. The good news though is that if we stray
R][\I[PWZ\LQ[\IVKMW\ٺPMZW]\M\PMZMIZM[\QTTXTMV\aWN 
good pubs to enjoy.
We’ll start in the village of Stilton where, in the last edition,
_M TWWSML I\ <PM ; *IZ <PMZM IZM [M^MZIT W\PMZ WX\QWV[
for the ale enthusiast in this large village, and probably the
most famous is The Bell Inn, an old coaching inn on the
Great North Road that traditionally was thought to have
given rise to the famous Stilton Cheese. The story told that
the cheese was brought here from Leicestershire and sold
to the stage coaches for resale in London. More recently
it has been suggested that the cheese may actually have
originated in the village. We may never know for sure. After
\PM ^QTTIOM _I[ JaXI[[ML QV !  UIVa WN  \PM KWIKPQVO
QVV[[]ٺMZMLNZWUTW[[WN \ZILMIVLQVNIK\<PM*MTTKTW[ML
and the building became derelict soon after. Reopened
QV\PMUQL[Q`\QM[\PMQVVPI[JMMVQV\PMPIVL[WN 4QIU
5K/Q^MZV[QVKM! ]VLMZ_PW[MO]QLIVKMQ\PI[OWVM
from strength to strength and now provides high quality
food and accommodation. The beer range is also excellent
_Q\PNW]Z\WKPWW[MNZWU\aXQKITTa,QOÅMTL¼[.WWT¼[6WWS
JZIVLML I[ 8IZZQ[P *Q\\MZ 7ISPIU *Q[PWX¼[ .IZM_MTT
GK IPA and Morland’s Old Speckled Hen. The Hen does
WKKI[QWVITTa OM\ ZW\I\ML NWZ I O]M[\ IVL TI\MTa \PM *TIKS
Pit beers have been well received. Liam will listen to his
locals and get a beer on request, so other guest beers are
planned for the coming months. Inside, there’s a comfy
KW]V\Za QVV I\UW[XPMZM _Q\P ÆIO [\WVM ÆWWZ[ M`XW[ML
[\WVM_WZS IVL M^MV I KMV\ZMXQMKM WN  [WUM IVKQMV\ ÅZM
bellows. The highlight of the menu, for me, has to be the
;\QT\WV +PMM[M XTI\\MZ NWZ  <PM ,QOÅMTL JMMZ _I[ QV
excellent condition, so I think I’ll be heading back for the
Cheese course in the coming weeks.
Another historic outpost for the famous local cheese
was The Angel Inn, which has since become an Indian
6
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A few doors up the road sits The Talbot Inn, a Charles
Wells pub that caters for both diners and drinkers. Still
retaining two rooms, the lounge especially has a comfy
feel with deep wood panelling, whilst the small bar area is
mainly for drinking and watching sports on TV. The beers
IZMAW]VO¼[*Q\\MZ*WUJIZLQMZIVL_PMV_M_MZM\PMZM
St. Austell Tribute was on guest. The Young’s was on great
form. Landlord John Smith has been there eight years and
has made it into a real community local; the pub sponsors
the local football teams and has a pétanque court in the
garden. The food is good old traditional pub grub, with
T]VKP\QUM[XMKQIT[[\IZ\QVOI\5W\WZKaKTMNIV[UQOP\
like to pop along on Wednesday evenings when the local
Triumph club meets up, or look out for the large annual
UMM\ QV )]O][\ _PMV W^MZ  JQSM[ VWZUITTa I\\MVL
<PMÅVITX]JQV\PM^QTTIOMQ[The Stilton Cheese Inn,
originally called the George, but named after the famed
NMZUMV\MLK]ZL[QVKM\PM![)VW\PMZ.ZMM0W][M\PQ[
time in the hands of Mark & Mandy who, since taking over
QV)]O][\PI^MJ]QT\]XIVQKM**J][QVM[[\WOW
along with the pub and restaurant. Yet another great place
for Real Ales, with another four to choose from, rising to
Å^M QV \PM KWUQVO _MMS[  <aXQKITTa 4IKWV¼[ -VKWZM IVL
Legacy will be on permanently, along with a couple from
Nene Valley, and another roving guest. The next one will
be Grainstore’s Erica Roe for the Autumn Internationals.
1N \PMY]ITQ\aWN \PM6>*TWVLM_I[IVa\PQVO\WOWJaQ\¼[
IVW\PMZX]J_PMZMaW]KIV¼\OW_ZWVO5MUJMZ[WN »*ZQ\
Stops’ will be pleased to know that the pub provides free
pitches for motor homes.
So, by my reckoning, across the four pubs in Stilton, there
IZM\aXQKITTa LQٺMZMV\:MIT)TM[I^IQTIJTMQV\PM^QTTIOM
at any given time. I’ll have to go on the bus next time!
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Pub News
As we head towards Peterborough we pass the site of
\PM _WZTL¼[ ÅZ[\ X]ZXW[MJ]QT\ 8ZQ[WVMZ WN  ?IZ +IUX
Constructed during the Napoleonic Wars it held on
I^MZIOM IZW]VL  .ZMVKP XZQ[WVMZ[  <PM *ZQ\Q[P
Government set out to ensure that the POW’s would be
fed to a level expected by the surrounding population, so
consequently they were each provided with two pints of
JMMZILIa*aUaKITK]TI\QWV[\PM+IUX_I[[MZ^QVOIV
I^MZIOMWN XQV\[ILIaUISQVOQ\WVMWN \PMMIZTQM[\
MegaPubs! The only option now in Norman Cross is the
8ZMUQMZ1VV*IZ_PQKPPI[VWZMITITM[W_MPI^M\WKIZZa
on to the village of Yaxley for our next beer.
8I[[QVO\PM.IZUMZ[)ZU[_PQKP_I[KW^MZMLQV*)-!!
we drop down into the old village and come to The Three
Horseshoes, a pub that has recently had a change of
licensee, and a refurbishment. The modern, light décor
seems to have worked as when we visited on a Tuesday
night it was quite busy with a fairly youthful crowd. The
\PZMM JMMZ[ I^IQTIJTM _MZM ,WWU *IZ <QUUa <IaTWZ
Landlord and Exmoor Stag. Just across the road is the old
King William IV pub which is now The Lancaster Club,
_PQKP\PMX]JTQKKIV^Q[Q\NWZ_PMV[QOVMLQVJaWVM
WN \PMJIZ[\Iٺ7VKMQV[QLM\PM\PZMM:MIT)TM[WVWٺMZ
are from both National and Regional breweries. Further
down the village high street is The Duck & Drake, a Free
House in the hands of Colin and Amanda who previously
LQLIOWWLRWJI\<PM8MIKWKSQV.TM\\WV)\_WZWWUML
pub with a good village feel, the bar is straight ahead, but
the hand pumps are to be found through the door to the
right which still has a number “3” on it from the days when
licensing laws required rooms to be numbered. Through
the latched door is the lounge area with screens to show
*<;XWZ\[IVL;SaM^MV\[7]ZNWK][_I[LZI_VUWZM\W
\PMÅ^MPIVLX]UX[_PQKPWٺMZML)JJW\IVL,WWU*IZI[
regulars and two guests along with a Real Cider. I scored
my Nottingham Extra Pale Ale well on the Whatpub.com
*MMZ)XX)OWWL\ZILQ\QWVITWTLX]J\PI\R][\NWK][M[WV
\PM _M\ \ZILM J]\ LWM[ WٺMZ [VIKS[ )VL QN  aW]¼ZM T]KSa
free cakes are provided on Tuesday and Friday evening
from a generous local.
Skipping Peterborough and its suburbs, the next pub en
ZW]\MWZR][\WٺQ\QV\PQ[KI[MQ[\PMBlue Bell in Glinton,
the only survivor in a village that had three pubs in living
UMUWZa)T\PW]OPNWWLTMLQ\IT[WÅTT[\PMZWTMWN ^QTTIOM
local for those just wanting a pint or two. There is a separate
dining room, and the large drinking area is divided up into
smaller sections with clever use of low walls and wooden
frameworks. The beers are from the Greene King stable,
IVLQVKT]LM18)/WTLMV0MVI! /3JMMZ¹JZM_ML
[XMKQITTa NWZ \PM X]Jº KITTML ¹*T]M *MTT *Q\\MZº XT][ WVM
O]M[\ITM7ISPIU¼[*Q[PWX[.IZM_MTT_PMV_M^Q[Q\ML
+ZW[[QVOW^MZ\PM6QVM*ZQLOM[\W\PMTI[\+IUJZQLOM[PQZM
Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk

X]J WV \PM ) JZQVO[ ][ \W The Pack Horse,
Northborough. Taking advantage of a pleasant corner site,
another traditional pub that balances the Food / Drink
roles very well. Now under the Heineken umbrella, the
JMMZ[ WV WٺMZ _MZM .]TTMZ¼[ 4WVLWV 8ZQLM <PMIS[\WV¼[
*M[\ *Q\\MZ IVL 5IZ[\WV¼[ 8MLQOZMM <PM X]J Q[ XTIVVQVO
\W QV\ZWL]KM KWٺMM UWZVQVO[ [WUM\PQVO \PI\ Q[ XZW^QVO
successful with village pubs around the country.
Into Lincolnshire, and again we’ll skip the larger settlements
IVL UW^M WV\W \PM VM`\ ^QTTIOM VWZ\P  4IVO\WN\ _PMZM
right at the main junction is the Waggon & Horses
which is owned by Enterprise Inns. Unfortunately, just as
we arrived the doors were closing so if you’re thinking of
[\WXXQVOWٺPMZMJM[\\WKITTQVIL^IVKM
<ISQVO I [PWZ\ [SQX W\ ٺPM UIQV ZWIL QV\W \PM ^QTTIOM WN 
*I[\WVQ[The White Horse. Previously known for many
years as the Spinning Wheel, the pub was saved after a
[PWZ\XMZQWLWN KTW[]ZMQV1\Q[VW_INZMMPW][MIVL
has reverted to its original name. There were four beers on
\IX7ISPIU¼[20*)LVIU[;W]\P_WTL<QUUa<IaTWZ¼[
Landlord and the locally brewed Cheeky Imp from
4QVKWTV[PQZM*ZM_MZa?MPIL\PM20*IVL+PMMSa1UX
both in good nick. The pub has really become a focal point
NWZ\PM^QTTIOMQ\[XWV[WZ[JW\P\PM^QTTIOM¼[+ZQKSM\IVL
Football teams, as well as Stamford Rugby Club. Charity is
a theme running through the pub, and by the time you read
this, landlady Germaine Larter should have completed a
PW]Z[\I\QKKaKTMZQLMQV\PMX]JQVIQLWN 516,KPIZQ\a
:]OJaNIV[_QTTIT[WJMQUXZM[[ML_Q\P/MZUIQVM¼[NI\PMZ
QVTI_¼[ !  4QWV[ Z]OJa [PQZ\ NZWU \PM !  \W]Z WN 
South Africa, which is on display in the bar. Peter Larter
also played 24 Tests for England as a Lock Forward.
Further down the village is Baskervilles which closed
earlier in the year; a banner outside proclaimed it was
reopening after a refurbishment, and village sources told
][ Q\ _I[ OWQVO \W JM ZMWXMVML I[ ¹<PM *TIKS 0WZ[Mº QV
November. The group behind it also run The Deeping
Stage, so hopes are high that it will also feature Real Ale.
7VKMUWZMWV\PMZQOP\PIVL[QLMI[_MZMITTX]J[JM\_MMV
Peterborough and Lincoln, in the village of Thurlby is a
Marston’s tied house, The Horseshoe. Inside this long
pub there are distinct dining and drinking areas, and the
bar / lounge area is very pleasant with old photos on the
wall and memorabilia dotted around. The beers included
*Q[PWX[.IZM_MTT,WWU*IZIVL*I\MUIV[@*
)\\PQ[XWQV\_MXI[[\PZW]OP*W]ZVMIVL\PMVM`\X]JQ[
the Wishing Well at Dyke where we pass the baton onto
the Fenland branch.
On the way back we stopped into The Bull in Deeping
to see how things were going after the refurbishment over
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Pub News
a year ago. Thankfully the snug has been retained, and
the old kitchen area has been opened up to make a cosy
dining area. The central stair block has been removed,
and bar counters are new. The pub now has a light airy
modern feel, but some of the traditional features remain,
and it balances the old and the new very well. The beers on
WٺMZ_MZM-^MZIZL¼[<QOMZ
and Old Original along
with Rowton’s Ironbridge
Gold. As far as we know
\PM*]TTQ[\PMWVTaX]JQV
the country named after
I 8IXIT *]TT IVL VW\ \PM
animal. The pub sign
depicts the bull along with
an image of Crowland
Abbey, in line with the
JMTQMN  \PI\ \PM *]TT QV
question was garnered by
the Abbot of Croyland
NZWU\PM8WXMQV

brewer Graham Wesley, and beers are usually sourced
from Lacon’s with guests from local breweries. Graham
tells me that the highlight of the week is the Sunday night
¹8TIa AW]Z +IZL[ :QOP\º 9]Qb _PMZM _QVVMZ[ PI^M \PM
opportunity to pocket a cash prize on top of the free round
WN  LZQVS[ <PM X]J _I[ J]QT\ QV \PM ![ WV \PM TIVL
JMPQVL\PMWZQOQVIT \PKMV\]ZaX]J7VKMKWUXTM\M\PM
original pub was demolished to create what is now the front
parking area and garden. The pub retained four separate
pub rooms and a rear restaurant. The highlight for me is
\PMWZQOQVIT!¼[JIZKW]V\MZQV\PMZMIZJIZ[MMXPW\W"

A Bit of Bourne
,M[XQ\MXI[[QVOW^MZ*W]ZVMWV\PM)[MK\QWVINM_WN 
us did visit the town later in the month for a bite to eat.
The Jubilee Garage is one of two Knead Group pubs in
the town, and has a strong Automobile theme as would be
expected since it is housed in the old car garage on North
;\ZMM\<PMZMIZM\_WTM^MT[JW\PWٺMZQVOXTMV\aWN [MI\QVO
and TVs showing sports. The upstairs bar is interestingly
NI[PQWVML W]\ WN  IV WTL ![ [\aTM >? *][ <PM UMV]
is American style with burgers at the forefront. When
we visited at the end of summer there were just the two
:MIT)TM[ZMÆMK\QVO\PMZML]KMLLMUIVLKI][MLJa\PMPW\
[]UUMZ?MPIL\PMWX\QWVWN 7ISPIU20*WZ5IZ[\WV¼[
Saddle Tank; the other hand pumps were for Real Cider.
)[_Q\PITT3VMILX]J[\PM20*_I[_MTTSMX\8TIV[_MZM
afoot to go back to three ales and one cider once the cooler
winter months arrived. Across the road is the other Knead
pub, Smith’s_PMZM[Q`:MIT)TM[IZMWVWٺMZ)OIQV20*
is available, along with a range of pales, ambers and a dark
beer, typically from independents. This time the building
was a former grocer’s shop, so the paraphernalia is more
¹7XMV )TT 0W]Z[º ;UQ\P¼[ PI[ JMMV *W]ZVM¼[ ÆIO[PQX
Real Ale outlet for several years now, having graced the
XIOM[WN \PM/WWL*MMZ/]QLMM^MZaaMIZ[QVKM

Out and About
On a drive through the fens we took the opportunity to
stop in at The Lion in Ramsey St Mary’s, a free house
which had been closed for a short while before being
reinvigorated with assistance from Angles Ales. Moving
on a few months, the pub is in the hands of experienced
8M\MZJWZW]OP *MMZ .M[\Q^IT KMTTIZUIV IVL [WUM\QUM
8
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On the drive back to the big city it became apparent
\PI\ IVa TQVOMZQVO PWXM[ \PI\ \PM UIOVQÅKMV\ Plough in
Farcet Fen would be resurrected were laid to rest with the
realisation that it had been bulldozed and all that remained
was the sad pub sign standing as a grim reminder of past
OTWZQM[ ) [IL MVL \W I X]J \PI\ _I[ QV \PM /WWL *MMZ
/]QLMI[ZMKMV\TaI[
On a more positive note, Paul Frith emailed me to say that
his endeavours to keep the The Bell in Deeping St James
alive had been rewarded with an agreement with PubCo
Enterprise to sign a lease. When I had last visited the pub,
it was in a very sorry state, and memorably the barman
\WTLUM\PI\\PMZMITITM_I[V¼\W\ٺPMaR][\SMX\\PMX]UX
KTQX[\]ZVMLQV_IZL[[W\PI\\PM[\IٺSVM__PI\JMMZ_I[
on! So, prompted by Paul’s contact I spared no time and
popped in to check it out. Paul moved over from The
Golden Fleece in Stamford and has been running the pub
since November. In that time, he has doubled the barrelage
of Real Ale. Sensibly Paul doesn’t put on more beer than
PMKIV[PQN\[WL]ZQVO\PM[]UUMZPMR][\ZIV,WWU*IZ
Once he has built up the ale side he plans to introduce a
[MKWVLO]M[\ITM<PMX]JQ[WV\PM]XIVLZ]V[Å^MLIZ\[
\MIU[PI[*<;XWZ\[IVLX]\[WVTQ^MU][QKI\TMI[\WVKM
a month.

Bretton – Peterborough’s
Entertainment Hot Spot?
At a recent visit to The Cresset to see German comedian,
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Pub News
Henning Wehn, I dropped into The Fayre Spot and
was pleased to see a couple of pumps selling regional
brews from Milestone and Mauldons. Something to bear
in mind if attending a show, or a visit to the shopping
centre. Just around the corner is the home ground of
Peterborough Lions Rugby Club. The team now play
in National League Division 2 North, the highest standard
of rugby played in the city. Admission for home matches
Q[R][\IVL\PMOWWLVM_[Q[\PI\*I\MUIV[ITM[IZM
available in the bar!

Open & Closed…
Good news that The Sportsman in Elm is opening in
November, a visit is planned to get an update for the next
edition.
A couple of snippets from Alun Thomas on his travels:
“The Talbot Inn, Gretton, closed its doors in September
and work has already begun to convert it into a private
L_MTTQVO\PMaLWV¼\PIVOIJW]\QV-I[\6WZ\PIV\[ <PM
pub, in my opinion, had never really recovered from the
LMXIZ\]ZM I NM_ aMIZ[ JIKS WN  TIZOMZ\PIVTQNM TIVLTWZL
)TIV +IZZ VW\ \PI\ WVM _PW _I[ IT[W \PM LZQ^QVO NWZKM
JMPQVL\PMU]KPUQ[[ML?MTTIVL>ITTMa*MMZ.M[\Q^IT)\
least Gretton residents still have two pubs to choose from
\PM0I\\WV)ZU[IVL\PM*T]M*MTTUIVa^QTTIOM[WN I
similar size have none, of course.
Meanwhile renovation work continues at the Queen’s
Head*]T_QKS\PQ[*ZIVKP¼[8]J7N <PMAMIZQV
but a completion date has yet to be announced.”
Another refurb to be checked out is The Dragon in
Werrington. Updates expected for the next issue.
Lastly, anyone fancying opening a pub should look no
further than The DecoyQV5QTSQVO6WWS6M_JWZW]OP
Q\Q[K]ZZMV\TaI^IQTIJTMNWZ1\_W]TLJMOZMI\\W
see this fenland boozer brought back to life.

A question on Pub Names?
1V \PM XQMKM IJW]\ \PM ) _M KW^MZML \PM *T]M *MTT QV
Glinton, and after checking the numbers, there appear
\W JM IZW]VL  X]J[ _Q\P \PQ[ VIUM I[ WXXW[ML \W \PM
ÆWZIT *T]MJMTT WN  _PQKP \PMZM IZM IZW]VL IVW\PMZ 
aM\_M[\QTTPI^MÅ^MQVW]ZIZMIQVI^MZa[UITTIZMIQM
Dogsthorpe, Werrington, Glinton, Helpston & Maxey. I’d
be interested if anyone can suggest why there would be
such a proliferation in and around us.

Mark Finney

Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk
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R.I.P. JOAN WILKINSON
singing and dancing at theatres in London and Paris. Joan
continued to show wanderlust in her later years, a regular
WV 5QKS ;TI]OP\MZ¼[ \ZIQV \ZQX[ IZW]VL *ZQ\IQV )[ aW]
would expect, she enjoyed a beer or cider on these trips and
around the hostelries of Peterborough. On one of her last
forays out she made it over the border to Deeping Rugby
+T]J*MMZ.M[\Q^IT

The “mad” woman sitting in the corner of the pub,
wearing a hat with a pheasant feather, annoying at times,
outspoken at times, but usually just with her meanderings.
Far from mad, she lived her life, once living in the States,
marrying an American I believe and also I believe working,

On occasions Joan could be found singing in local and
VW\[WTWKITX]J[SMMXQVO\PMKTQMV\MTMQV\PM*TIKS0WZ[M
in Coventry amused for over an hour, and she could sing.
Above all else, Flora and Fauna was her true passion,
XTIV\QVO ÆW_MZ[ IZW]VL PMZ PWUM QV 7Z\WV *ZQUJTM[
Until recently Joan was advising unwitting councillors and
builders of rare plants, and on occasion work was halted.
Therapeutic supplements helped her use a stick less and
less. Sadly, she was found to have breast cancer and had a
mastectomy, but she refused radiotherapy, wanting to enjoy
an active life a little longer, and a beer or two. Equally,
she did not want to burden society with what would have
been expensive treatment. Unbeknown to her she had
had a secondary cancer for some years, and this one was
incurable. One of her wishes she expressed to me was to
[MMIPWWXWMIJQZLQV\PQ[KW]V\Za[\I\QVO[PMLQLV¼\_IV\
to die without seeing one ; alas we don’t always get what we
want. Please raise a glass to Joan.

Terry Alexander and Mick Slaughter

GLEVUM COLONIA
Cobbled Courts Echo Roman Supremacy.
*TWWL+QZK][\PMQZ-VL]ZQVO4MOIKa
A Listless Tavern in Cotswold Stone.
Longing for Comfort, a long way from Home!

Over the Threshold? Unto the Fold!
<PM,ZI_WN \PMXQV\»OIQV[\\PM*Q\\MZ+WTL'
Tankards; A Shilling but Mostly Head
.TQM[#+ZW_L\PM*IZ,ZQVSQVO\PM,ZMO[

Dare us in, or Don’t stay out?
<PM*MOOIZ[3VQNMWN ?PWTM[WUM;\W]\'
Rain Daggers down o’er Smugglers Inn.
Thieves without and Thieves within!

*][\a?MVKPM[+QZK]TI\M*MMZ
+]Z[ML-^MZa,ZWXJ]\+Za[\IT+TMIZ
Life is a Vice and Drinking a Gamble.
Pour me a Pint in a Glass with a Handle!

Anon
Spotted in the Pelican Inn, Gloucester, during a recent stay there.
Dave Murray
10
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CAMRA
OFFER...

20p off
a pint

NE W YE AR’S EVE
Celebrate with The Dizzy Miss Lizzys

Tickets

now
on sale
£10 per person
n
Doors open from 7pm
m

0
£7.5

The Dizzy Miss Lizzys are the No1 Peterborough band for Beatles covers and high
h quality
ROCK with premier guitarist and guitar teacher, 1996-99 Prodigy guitar celebrity G
Gizz
izz Butt.
This foursome are guaranteed to have you all singing and dancing into the New Y
Year
ear ...

FREE
LIVE MUSIC

DECEMBER
OFFER

JANUARY
OFFER

* not to be used in conjunction with any other offer

r
urge
& B
eer daily
B
0
£1
ed
ser v

EVERY WEEKEND

FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY IN DECEMBER
FOR FULL LISTINGS
PLEASE VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR DETAILS

01733 315700

Town Bridge, PE1 1FP
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Brewery News
Angles Ales
www.angles-ales.uk
*W\\TMLITM[ITM[PI^MJMMV[\MILaXIZ\QK]TIZTa:]LM
Rudolph, which has conditioned very well since it
was brewed last year. Our beers are set to make a
regular appearance at Peterborough Rugby Union,
Fengate, as a guest and for special events. Other
local rugby clubs are looking at our beers too. Full
scale bottling will commence in the New Year.

Bexar County

Mark Wroe

Castor Ales

www.bexarcountybrewery.com

www.castorales.co.uk

Blue Bell
www.thebluebell.net
<PM*T]M*MTT*ZM_MZa¼[+PZQ[\UI[*MMZ_QTTJMQV
barrels soon and available exclusively at the pub
from early December. It’s called Extra Comfortably
6]UJIVLQ[ILIZSITM 
<PMJZM_MZaZMKMV\Ta\ZQITMLIPITNJIZZMTWN TW_MZ
ITKWPWTJMMZIXXZW` _PQKP_I[JI[MLWVIV
historical ‘small beer’ recipe which would have been
produced by the village brewster from a secondary
mash and given to children when the drinking water
_I[]V[INM<PM*T]M*MTT¼[_I[\PIVSN]TTaOQ^MV\W
IL]T\K][\WUMZ[_PWXZW^QLMLXW[Q\Q^MNMMLJIKS
The brewery also supply to beer festivals and
XZQ^I\MXIZ\QM[
Sarah Finney
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Still buzzing from their success of Roman Mosaic
I\\PM8M\MZJWZW]OP*MMZ.M[\Q^IT_M\PMJWa[IVL
girls of Castor Ales, are resolutely sticking to our
policy of “no collaboration”, despite many requests
from famous breweries to spend the day together
discussing the merits of malted barley and speciality
hops sourced from the far reaches of the temperate
zones, infused with exotic fruits from the tropical
zones. We don’t like disappointing people, let alone
fellow brewers, but we must stick to our principles
: good, honest traditional beer brewed by good,
honest guys ; no weirdo beardo types in our brewery
nicking our wonderful recipes!
Commenting on our award, one local wag in the
8ZQVKMWN ?ITM[.MI\PMZ[+I[\WZ\PMJZM_MZa\IX
said, “After 300 brews you had to get it right sooner
or later!”
That said, our brewery featured at the Nottingham
*MMZ.M[\Q^ITIVL_MIZMPWXQVO\WUISMIVQUXIK\
I\ \PM +IUJZQLOM ?QV\MZ *MMZ .M[\Q^IT IVL W\PMZ
events leading up to Christmas. As we write, the
seasonal Mistle Toad is in the fermenter, looking
forward to making an appearance at a local hostelry
near you. It is a quirky twist of the ubiquitous
0WXXQVO <WIL X]VKPQVO I PMI^QMZ )*> I\  
and infused with seasonal orange peel and root
ginger. What could possibly go wrong?
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A Merry Christmas and a Happy, Peaceful and
8ZW[XMZW][*ZM`Q\XMVLQVO6M_AMIZ\WITT

\PMLIZSJZW_V-`\ZI;XMKQIT*Q\\MZI\ IVL\PM
ITUW[\JTIKS0Q[\WZQK8WZ\MZIT[WI\ 

Duncan Vessey

There is also a wide range of bottled beers available
at the Frothblowers in Werrington, ranging from
the standard session beers through to the stronger
JMMZ[ []KP I[ 0WXVW[Q[   IVL .QZM *MTTa
-`XWZ\   I[ _MTT I[ [M^MVaMIZWTL JW\\TM[ WN 
:M[\WZI\QWV I\ !  IVL 1UXMZQIT :][[QIV ;\W]\
IOIQV I\ !  <PM[M IZM OZMI\ \W LZQVS [\ZIQOP\
away, but would also make fantastic Christmas
presents for family and friends!

Digﬁeld Ales
www.digﬁeld-ales.co.uk
A successful summer was capped by Shacklebush
_QVVQVO\PM*M[\*Q\\MZKI\MOWZaI\\PM6WZ\PIUX\WV
*MMZ NM[\Q^IT 1V ;MX\MUJMZ I LMTMOI\QWV NZWU
Northants CAMRA visited the brewery to present
the award, and a good time was had by all!
The winter brews are well in hand, with Merry
Monk conditioning nicely and Old Crow Porter
about to be brewed in readiness for the Christmas
period.

It is also the time of year that a lot of local breweries
bring out their seasonal and Christmas beers, dark
IVL[\ZWVO_QV\MZ_IZUMZ[ÅTTML_Q\P\PM[XQKM[WN 
Christmas cake, pudding and mince pies. So why
VW\\ISM\PMWVKMIaMIZWXXWZ\]VQ\aIVLOQ^M\PMU
a go while you can!
Nigel

Dave Waller

Kings Cliffe Brewery
www.kcbales.co.uk
Jez has produced a “limited edition” bitter called
@*_Q\P[\ZMVO\PWN  <PMKI[KILMPWX[][ML
in this beer were grown on his own allotment. This
beer will be on sale in a few selected pubs in the area,
QVKT]LQVO\PM7TQ^M*ZIVKPQV+TQX[PIU

Elgood’s
www.elgoods-brewery.co.uk

Otherwise, sales of other beers are steady and can
be found in several local outlets.
Don Rudd

Hopshackle
www.hopshacklebrewery.co.uk
Autumn is a distant memory now, with its warm
days but chilly nights. Halloween, “Go Sober For
7K\WJMZ IVL *WVÅZM 6QOP\ PI^M XI[[ML IVL \PM
festive season is approaching rapidly. Hopshackle
will have a full range of cask beers available for the
Z]V]X\W+PZQ[\UI[·NZWUOWTLMVPWXXaJMMZ[TQSM
;QUIZQTTW 8- IVL5]\ISI \W
Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk

Melbourn
www.allsaintsbrewery.co.uk
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Brewery News

Mile Tree
www.miletreebrewery.co.uk
Since September, our beers have featured at the
;1*) -I[\MZV :MOQWV *MMZ +WUXM\Q\QWV PMTL I\
-TOWWL¼[*ZM_MZa+WITPMI^MZ[*MMZ.M[\Q^IT5MT\WV
5W_JZIa *MMZ .M[\Q^IT 6W\\QVOPIU *MMZ .M[\Q^IT
/IQV[JWZW]OP*MMZ.M[\Q^ITIVL+IUJZQLOM?QV\MZ
*MMZ.M[\Q^IT
?M PIL IV MVRWaIJTM M^MVQVO WV th October
I\ 7TQ^MZ +ZWU_MTT¼[ 0W][M -Ta _PMZM /MWٺ
*ZIVL_WWLOI^MItalk on the Golden Age of Pub
*]QTLQVO\WUMUJMZ[WN \PM;\IQVML/TI[[5][M]U
On that evening we launched our new range of
bottled beers. This was successful and everyone who
I\\MVLMLMVRWaML\ZaQVO\PM\I[\MZ[WVWٺMZ
4WWS W]\ NWZ W]Z VM_ ZIVOM WN  JW\\TML JMMZ[ OQN\
wrapped at the following events:
30th 6W^st ,MK  8M\MZJWZW]OP +I\PMLZIT
Christmas Fair
2nd ,MK  ;MKZM\ /IZLMV <W]ZQVO 8IZS +PZQ[\UI[
Fayre
2nd,MK5IZKP+PZQ[\UI[5IZSM\
!th,MK?Q[JMKP+PZQ[\UI[.IaZM
Richard Matthews

Nene Valley has had a busy year, producing even
more choice to the wide selection of beers produced.
7N \PM\MVKWZMJMMZ[:MTMI[M<PM+PQUX[I 
IPA, has proved to be their most popular, now
available in bottles and cans as well as being on keg
and cask.
They are now producing more beer in cans,
QVKT]LQVO*Q\\MZIVL7ZIVOMIKQ\Z][JQ\\MZ[IVLZaM
  18) _Q\P IV IXXZWXZQI\M XQK\]ZM WN  ,WVITL
Trump on the label, and Pulping On Your Stereo,
I   WZIVOM 18) -OaX\QIV +ZMIU I  
creamy milk stout, and my favourite summer can,
;]XMZ[WVQK\PMOQVIVL\WVQKQV[XQZML_PMI\JMMZ
<PMQZ TIOMZ[ 0MQ[MVJMZO   IVL 3MTTMZJQMZ
  PI^M JMMV [MTTQVO [W _MTT \PMa PI^M PIL \W
increase production. Another new beer is in the
XQXMTQVM I +WٺMM 8ITM )TM _PQKP PI[ aM\ \W JM
named and details are currently unavailable. I am
looking forward to trying that one!
*IZZMTIOMLJMMZ[QVUTJW\\TM[_QTTJMI^IQTIJTM
QV \PM Z]V]X \W \PM NM[\Q^M [MI[WV 1 PI^M MVRWaML
brewer Paul’s concoctions this year ; John Lemon, a
collaboration with Castle Rock, Manhattan Project,
I ZMNZM[PQVOKQ\Z][ITMIVL\PMPWXXaIVLNZ]Q\a
)*MMZ6IUML4MZWa 8I]TUQ[QV^MV\Q^MIVL
not afraid to try all sorts of ingredients, which make
a visit to the brewery shop a glass of delights!
Bill Taylor

Nene Valley Brewery
www.nenevalleybrewery.co.uk
.WTTW_QVO I []KKM[[N]T 8M\MZJWZW]OP *MMZ .M[\Q^IT
_PMZM6>*ZIV\PMQZW_VJIZNWZ\PM[MKWVLaMIZ
running, they also had a great time at the Nottingham
*MMZNM[\Q^ITIOIQV_Q\P\PMQZW_VJIZ<PMZMXZW^ML
to be a lot of interest in their beers, building up their
reputation from a good festival last year.
14
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www.oakhamales.com
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\WXXML W_ ٺQ\P [WTIZ XIVMT[ PMTXQVO SMMX I OWWL
rolling boil during the summer months.

Rocket Ales
www.rocket-ales.com
:WKSM\)TM[PI^MPILI[]KKM[[N]T[]UUMZ_Q\P[MTT
W]\[I\IV]UJMZWN JMMZNM[\Q^IT[;QLM_QVLMZ 
is proving very popular and will be brewed again
^MZa [WWV 3WUM\   IVL *TWWLPW]VL  
PI^M JMMV QV\ZWL]KML \W I V]UJMZ WN  PQOPXZWÅTM
OI[\ZWX]J[

<PMQZ JMMZ[ IZM XIZ\QK]TIZTa ÆI^W]Z[WUM _Q\P
everything being bottle or cask conditioned. The
ZMKQXM[ IZM Y]Q\M LQٺMZMV\ IVL ]VQY]M NZWU [\aTM
PWX[MTMK\QWVUIT\XZWÅTMIVLJI[M_I\MZUQVMZIT[
6W ÅT\MZQVO XI[\M]ZQ[I\QWV WZ [PWZ\K]\[ OW QV\W
making the beers.

Looking forward, Rocket Ales will have their beers
on show at Christmas Markets in Huntingdon and
St. Neots.

Beer line up
Easy Peasy pale ale )ZWJ][\XITMITM
with refreshing hints of citrus and pine.
Dilly Dally summer ale )TQOP\\ZWXQKIT
NZ]Q\aIVL\PQZ[\Y]MVKPQVO[]UUMZITM

Don Rudd

Rye IPA )_MTTJITIVKML18)_Q\PKWUXTM`
malt and tons of dry hops.
Wonder Blunder brown ale )JQ[K]Q\a
and bitter brown ale, with a surprisingly refreshing
hoppy punch.

Tydd Steam
www.tyddsteam.co.uk

Equinox IPA )[M[[QWVIJTM)UMZQKIV[\aTM
18)TWILML_Q\PKQ\Z][XQVMIVLZM[QVÆI^W]Z

Xtreme Ales
www.xtremeales.com
AND INTRODUCING:
;VMISa 8MIKWKS +ZIN\ *ZM_MZa Q[ I P][JIVL IVL
_QNM XZWRMK\ ,I^QL IVL )VVI 8MIKWKS JI[ML I\
their home in Deeping St James. They brew with
recipes and techniques developed since starting
homebrewing seven years ago. They hope to focus
on the brewery full time one day, but for now they
brew at weekends. Anna handles things day to day
while David works in IT.

*MMZI^IQTIJQTQ\aQ[^MZaTQUQ\ML[WNIZ\PW]OPKI[S[
have travelled as far as Oxford and Leicester. David
Q[VW_TWWSQVONWZW]\TM\[VMIZMZ\WPWUM*W\\TM[KIV
be found at Sam’s Convenience Store and Driftwood
*Q[\ZWQV,MMXQVO;\2IUM[,I^QLIVL)VVIPWXM
to run a stall at the Deepings Christmas Market this
year and there are plans afoot to sell directly from
the brewery early next year. They will also look at
selling by post and delivering beers locally.
Don Rudd

1V \PMaKWV^MZ\ML\PMQZ_WZS[PWXW]\J]QTLQVO
to a fully functioning commercial brewery including
ÆWWZLZIQV[IKWTLZWWU_I\MZÅT\ZI\QWVIVLI\_W
JIZZMT MTMK\ZQKITTa ÅZML JZM_MZa <PM J]QTLQVO Q[
Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk
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How Do You Protect
Against The Theft
Of Cash From Your
Business?

Throughout our extensive involvement with this sector, we
PI^M_Q\VM[[MLIV]UJMZWN LQٺMZMV\NZI]L[XMZXM\ZI\ML
I\LQٺMZMV\TM^MT[JaMUXTWaMM[1VZMKWOVQ[QVO[WUMWN \PM
types, solutions can quickly be put in place, but it’s essential
to realise that even “honest” people sometimes fall over
the edge, and steal from their employers. Sometimes this
happens because an employee might need to “borrow”
a few pounds overnight, and they put it back undetected
on the next day. Having “got away” with it, they feel
KWVÅLMV\ \W LW Q\ IOIQV _PMV \PM VMML IZQ[M[ [\QTT JMQVO
PWVM[\MVW]OP\WZM\]ZVQ\I\\PMÅZ[\WXXWZ\]VQ\a<PMV\PM
amount increases, but still is put back. Then the amount

increases again, but this time beyond their ability to replace
it. They’ve still “got away” with it, so now it’s taken without
the intention of putting it back. Usually at the higher
amount, and so “honest” people have become thieves, by
default, not intent. We call this “teeming and lading”.
Then we come across the people with a history of
dishonesty. They never announce this of course, and even
though former employers may know of their dishonesty,
ZMNMZMVKM[IZMVW\WZQW][TaLMÅKQMV\QVLM\IQT[WN SVW_VWZ
suspicious honesty. Pass the problem on rather than nip it
in the bud, is sadly many people’s response to identifying
thieves! These dishonest employees may engage in a variety
of ways to extract cash from your business, or worse still,
from your customers! If this happens, it’s you that will be
branded a sharp operator, not the employee as a thief. The
damage this can cause can be much worse than the loss of
cash to your business!
You should always consider the presence of cash as a
temptation, and therefore put systems in place to protect
aW]Z[MTN 6W [a[\MU Q[   \PW]OP [W aW] _QTT []ٺMZ
losses. The aim is to minimise them!
So what methods might the determined thief adopt in
moving your money from you to themselves? Here are
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a few ideas you might want to think about protecting
yourself from:
• Ringing in to the till fewer items sold or cheaper
items, whilst still taking the actual price from the
customers. At the end of the shift, if the employee is
allowed to balance the till, the cash in the till exceeds
the amount required to balance. This can be tens of
pounds daily! Add that up, and it’s major losses! So
ÅZ[\TaaW][PW]TLIXXMIZZIVLWUTaIVLKPMKS\PM\QTT
_Q\PIV@ZMILL]ZQVO[PQN\[AW][PW]TLIT[WIXXMIZ
randomly at shift ends and carry out the balancing of
the till personally. You could consider having another
[\I ٺUMUJMZ KIZZa W]\ \PM KI[PQVO ]X XZWKM[[ J]\
never the same pairing regularly. Regular pairing can
TMIL\WKWWXMZI\Q^MNZI]L

•

•

•

•

•

•

The alternative to ringing in a lower value products
than that served is, of course, not ringing anything in.
Again the cash usually goes in the till, to be recovered
at the shift end. Use of cctv, and cashing up yourself
are good defences against this.
Selling their own products over. This is usually the
prerogative of managers where the owner never visits
the premises. It’s not too popular because it requires
expenditure on products, and complete autonomy,
J]\LWM[PIXXMV1\¼[LQٻK]T\\WXZW\MK\IOIQV[\\PQ[QN 
the manager has autonomy. Checking the movement
QVaW]ZOZW[[XZWÅ\PMTX[0I^QVOZMO]TIZ[\WKS\ISM[
by external stock takers may also help, but this will
only identify that an issue exists, n ot necessarily the
perpetrator.

have a soft drink only. These must be consumed in
NZWV\WN \PMK][\WUMZ6M^MZITTW_[\I\ٺWKWV[]UM
the drinks purchased for them after their shift, before
leaving, or to “bank” drinks for another day. The
K][\WUMZUIaVM^MZPI^MWٺMZML\PQ[J]\_Q\PW]\I
policy and controls it costs you!

•

•

Short changing. This tends to happen more towards
the end of the evening, as customers may have
consumed enough to become careless about the
amount requested or the change given. It’s you that
\ISM[\PMÆISQN IVaWVMQ[KI]OP\LWQVO\PQ[1\¼[aW]Z
M[\IJTQ[PUMV\ IVL ZMX]\I\QWV ,QٻK]T\ \W XZM^MV\
and personal presence is possibly the only defence.
Time theft is also going to dip into your pocket. This
is often carried out by employees claiming more
hours on the time sheet than were actually worked.

We’ve seen times when personal shopping items have been
on Cash and Carry receipts, when employees have been
I[SML\WKIZZaW]\\PM[PWXXQVOPWTQLIaXMZQWL[][]ITTa
and the items have not been paid for by the employee.
<WLQ[K][[IVaQ[[]M[\PQ[UIaZIQ[MXTMI[MKITT][WV !!
!

Barry Dovey

:IټM[ IVL W\PMZ KPIZQ\IJTM' N]VL ZIQ[QVO KIV
JM I [UITT TMISIOM <PM WٺMVLQVO [\I ٺUMUJMZ
puts themselves, or more likely a friend’s name in,
without paying for the ticket/square, etc. This leaves
aW] UISQVO OWWL  ,QٻK]T\ \W XZW\MK\ IOIQV[\ J]\
regularly removing the money paid, can isolate any
opportunity to defraud.
Theft of product. This might be more apparent in
NWWLW]\TM\[_PMZM[\I\[ٺMIT[NWWL[\][ٺNWZXMZ[WVIT
consumption. CCTV can be a major weapon in the
ÅOP\\WXZM^MV\\PQ[J]\]VTM[[\PMIKKM[[Q[KIZMN]TTa
controlled or monitored, it’s basic theft along the
lines of shoplifting.
/Q^QVOOWWL[\W[QOVQÅKIV\W\PMZ[_Q\PW]\KPIZOQVO
It’s amazing how much people can eat and drink
when it’s free! If a partner is spending most of the
employees shift in the bar or restaurant, keeping
them company, there’s a very good chance this is
happening.
,WaW]PI^MIXWTQKaWV[\IٺJMQVOX]ZKPI[MLLZQVS[
by customers? You should! Some establishments
ITTW_[\I\ٺW\ISM\PMKI[PNZWU\PM\QTTI\\PMMVLWN 
\PM[PQN\,IVOMZW][ ;WUMQV[Q[\\PM[\IٺIKKMX\IVL
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ST. WULFRAM’S BEER
FESTIVAL, GRANTHAM
“Land Of Hops And Glory” trumpeted the programme –
Q\¼[IXTIOQIZQ[UWN \PM\Q\TMWN 8M\M*ZW_V¼[M`KMTTMV\JWWS
“Hops And Glory”, of course, but we’ll overlook that!
1\¼[\_WaMIZ[VW_[QVKM\PMQVI]O]ZIT;\?]TNZIU¼[*MMZ
Festival in Grantham took place, and it has come on in that
\QUMQVTMIX[IVLJW]VL[1VLMML[]KPPI[JMMVQ\[MٺMK\
that it has now been renamed the Grantham CAMRA and
;\?]TNZIU¼[*MMZ.M[\Q^ITZMXTIKQVO\PMNWZUMZ¼[.M[\Q^IT
held in the past at such diverse venues as the Railway Club
and the Huntingtower Academy Infant School.
<PQ[aMIZVWNM_MZ\PIV\PQZ[\aNWTSXI[[ML\PZW]OP
\PMLWWZ[L]ZQVO\PM\PZMMLIaM^MV\JWW[\QVO\PMKP]ZKP¼[
KWٺMZ[I[_MTTI[\PMJ]ZOMWVQVOZMX]\I\QWVWN \PM.M[\Q^IT
As I think I mentioned last year, my sister lives a couple
of minutes’ walk from the church so I had booked in for
the night!

to Grantham CAMRA Chairman Neville Lomas, who was
taking a break from pulling pints behind the bar.
1 [PW]TL ILL \PI\ \_MV\a KQLMZ[ _MZM WV WٺMZ I[ _MTT I[
NW]Z UMIL[ \MV OQV[ IVL Å^M XZW[MKKW[ QV ILLQ\QWV \W
VWNM_MZ\PIVITM[<PMITM[_MZMLZI_VNZWUI_QLM
KZW[[[MK\QWV"PMI^a_MQOP\[)JJMaLITM*I\P+IUMZWV[
3MTPIU 1[TIVL 7ISPIU ;\8M\MZ¼[ <PWZVJZQLOM TWKIT[
*ZM_[\MZ[6M_Ja?aSM7TLMZ[PI_[IVL\PM]VNIUQTQIZ
\WUMI\IVaZI\M *W[[+ZW[[*Ia0MI^a1VL][\Za7TL
5QTT?IVLMZQVO*ZM_MZ
)[ Q[ \PM KI[M I\ UW[\ *MMZ .M[\Q^IT[ \PM NMMTOWWL NIK\WZ
was in evidence from the word go as a local band ran
through their repertoire and sausage rolls, pork pies and
pasties helped soak up the ale. Local CAMRA member
5IZS *MMKPIU _PW KWV\ZQJ]\ML IV IZ\QKTM \W *)- !!
joined us for a couple of hours and kindly introduced me
18
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1 PIL Ua [MV[QJTM PMIL WV \PI\ ZIZM[\ WN  WKKI[QWV[ [W
didn’t overdo things, although I did achieve my aim of
sampling at least a pint of each available type of ale. The
PQOPTQOP\' )   -TTIVL *ZM_MZa *TIKSW]\ 1 LQLV¼\ I
\Z]TaN]TTJWLQML7I\UMIT;\W]\
I should mention a memorable “schadenfreude” moment
from the evening : Father Stuart Cradduck, the Rector
WN ;\?]TNZIU¼[_I[KTMIZTaÆIOOQVO_PQT[\LWQVOI[\QV\
behind the bar when a customer aggressively ordered him
\W\WX]XPQ[XQV\<PMZ]VWٺPQ[NMM\:MK\WZKTMIZTaX]\
out, nonetheless retraced his steps to the other end of the
bar to comply and then watched said customer (who hadn’t
\PIVSML PQU [\]UJTM I[ PM \]ZVML I_Ia NZWU \PM JIZ
[TWXXQVOIY]IZ\MZWN IXQV\WV\W\PMÆWWZQV\PMXZWKM[[ 
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.I\PMZ;\]IZ\¼[NIKM_I[IXQK\]ZMI[[WUMXZM[]UIJTa]V
Christian thoughts possibly went through his head…
Anyway – that old myth about Grantham being a boring
place can be laid to rest – any town that has the imagination
and foresight to combine CAMRA and church to produce
such a memorable Festival is deserving of the highest, erm,
prays…

Al
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PUBS, BEER, TRAINS,
TRAMS & FERRIES
– A TRIP TO THE ISLE
OF MAN

We used the
incredibly good
value Economy
Return SailRail tickets that must be bought from
8M\MZJWZW]OP ;\I\QWV I\ TMI[\  LIa[ QV IL^IVKM WN  \PM
date of travel. These allow you to travel on trains to /
from either Heysham Port or Liverpool and also include
the foot passenger fare on the traditional ferry /fast ferry
ZM[XMK\Q^MTa IVL WVTa KW[\   WZ I ZMUIZSIJTM TW_
XZQKMWN  NWZ:IQTKIZLPWTLMZ[0I^QVOJW]OP\aW]Z
tickets you are strongly recommended to ring the Isle of
Man Steam Packet Co. (on 01634 661661IVLIL^Q[M\PMU
of the ferries you intend to travel on and supply the names
of all the passengers so they are expecting you when you
KPMKSQV

On Thursday morning we travelled from Peterborough
\W4MML[WV\PM(i.e. a peak time trainIVLPILIVPW]Z
[W\QUM\W^Q[Q\\PMWetherspoons on Leeds station
JMNWZM\ISQVO\PM\ZIQV\W0Ma[PIU8WZ\)[_MPIL
UQV[JMNWZMÅVITKPMKSQV\QUM_M_ITSML_Q\PKI[M[\PM
 UQV[ WZ [W \W \PM Duke of Rothesay, Heysham
Port, a pub selling two guest beers – both York Brewery.
The traditional ferry Ben my Chree takes three and a half
hours to Douglas and was done in good weather. At
Douglas we were delighted that the Tourist Information
7ٻKM_I[[\QTTWXMVI\XUI[_MVMMLML\WJ]aI3
Day Go Explore Card that costs £34.00 (includes £2.00
for the cardIVL_PQKPKW^MZ[ITT\PM\ZIV[XWZ\WV\PMQ[TIVL
e.g. Electric Railway, Steam Railway, Snaefell Mountain
:IQT_Ia 0WZ[M <ZIU[ IVL *][M[ There are also 1, 5 & 7
day ones available. We found time to visit the Albert Hotel,
I\_WZWWUMLX]JJIZMTaKPIVOML[QVKM\PM![\W\Za
\PMTWKIT7SMTT[IVL*][Pa¼[ZMITITM[JMNWZM_M\WWS\I`Q[
to our guest houses.
We decided to visit a few pubs before going to the beer
festival – these included the Woodbourne Hotel, a large
Victorian local with three rooms (one is still called the
/MV\TMUMV¼[*IZIVLIZMO]TIZQV\PM/WWL*MMZ/]QLM
and the Rosemount Hotel. The Isle of Man Beer
Festival is held in Villa Marina on the Promenade, an
M`KMTTMV\ ^MV]M _PMZM aW] XIa  IVL OM\ Q\ JIKS QV
beer tokens if you are a CAMRA member! The festival
had a good selection of beers from Northern Ireland
amongst others.
20
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Bushy’s Wagon

On Friday morning we used the Horse Tram service
from the guest house to the Sea Terminal. The Douglas
*Ia 0WZ[M <ZIU_Ia [\IZ\ML QV   \PM KW]VKQT XI[[ML
Q\\WI\Z][\QVIVL\PM[MZ^QKMVW_WXMZI\M[JM\_MMV
April and November.
After a quick beer in the early opening Old Market Inn,
a traditional pub with a very small front bar, we walked
to Douglas Railway Station for the Isle of Man Steam
Railway, which (from March to NovemberZ]V[IJI[QK\ZIQV
to Port Erin that takes an hour. There is a Steam Railway
MuseumI\8WZ\-ZQV)LUQ[[QWVOther non-beer things
to do in the area are to take the bus to Sound, where the coast overlooks
the Calf of Man and there is a Visitor Centre; or Cregneash
village, a Restored Manx Village Folk Museum which is open daily
from 10am to 5pm. Admission costs £5 for adults.
In Port Erin we visited the Station Hotel, the
characterful Falcon’s Nest Hotel and the Bay Hotel
with the latter being the most impressive with a range of
*][Pa¼[ ZMIT ITM[ ?M \PMV \WWS I J][ \W Port St Mary
for the Albert Hotel, a traditional pub overlooking the
harbour (missed out the Railway Station Hotel IVL KPIVOML
plan and took a bus to the Shore Hotel, Gansey, which
is popular with diners. We then walked to the tiny Colby
Level Station · I ZMY]M[\ [\WX  \W RWQV \PM [\MIU \ZIQV
back to Castletown.
)N\MZIJQ\M\WMI\I\\PM*W_TQVO/ZMMV+INu_M^Q[Q\ML
the Tap Room, the Castle Arms (nicknamed the ‘Glue
8W\¼_PQKPPI[I\ZILQ\QWVITQV\MZQWZIVL\PMSidings, a
NWZUMZ ZIQT_Ia \QKSM\ WٻKM \PI\ PI[ \PM TIZOM[\ ZIVOM WN 
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White House, Peel Screened Bar

Shore Hotel, Port Erin Public Bar

real ales on the island (v)[\PM\ZIQV_I[LMTIaML_M\WWS
a bus to the outskirts of Douglas and then walked to the
Horse & Groom, Bradden.
Local CAMRA member David Halliwall had made an
WٺMZ \W LZQ^M [WUM WN  ][ \W X]J[ QV \PM KW]V\Za[QLM \PI\
IZMLQٻK]T\\WOM\\WJaX]JTQK\ZIV[XWZ\[W_M\WWS\PMTI[\
bus of the day to the Baltic Inn, Foxdale and David then
took us to the Tynwald Hill Inn. He also gave us a lift to
Peel_PMZM_MNW]VLIOWWLÅ[PKPQX[PWXKITTML\PM
Cod & Castle. Peel has a number of pubs of character –
the Peveril with two rooms; the Central, a small terraced
pub with three rooms; and the White House Hotel, the
most unspoilt pub on the island with four small rooms
and a screened bar. Other pubs visited were the Marine
Hotel and the Royal. If you visit during the day then the
ruins of Peel Castle and St Germans Cathedral are
worth a look.
Central, Peel Left Bar

for the Hooded Ram brewery who brew the tastiest real
ales on the Isle of Man – I was particularly fond of their
Mosaic Single Hop Pale Ale.
On Saturday we took the Horse Tram – some of the
party were privileged to be on the double deck one –
to Derby Castle, the southern terminus of the Manx
Electric Railway (operates March to November ?M _MV\
as far as Laxey where we changed to the Snaefell
Mountain Railway (operates April to NovemberNWZ\PM
minute ride to the top of the island’s highest mountain at
NMM\IJW^M[MITM^MT;ILTaQ\_I[NWOOa\W_IZL[\PM
summit but we did get good views lower down including
the Laxey WheelIP]OM_I\MZ_PMMTQ\KIVJM^Q[Q\ML
The Trippers at the misty Summit of Snaefell

A bus back to Douglas and time to visit some pubs in
the town centre such as the Prospect Hotel, and Rovers
Return · TWWS NWZ \PM ÅZM PW[M VWbbTM[ ][ML I[ PIVL
X]UX[JMNWZMPMILQVONWZ\PMHooded Ram, a new pub
in part of the former Clinch’s brewery and the brewery tap
Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk
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They allow you 20 odd minutes to visit the café and walk
the few minutes to the triangulation point.
*IKSQV4I`Ma_M_MZMIJTM\WZQLMWV\PMGreat Laxey
Mines Railway, a tiny narrow gauge railway with a very
cramped carriage which operates on a Saturday and is free
to holders of the Go Explore Card. In Laxey we visited
the Bridge Inn, Mines Tavern which has a unique bar
counter resembling a tram; and then took a muddy footpath
to the Shore Hotel in Old Laxey, the only home brew
X]JWV\PMQ[TIVL[MTTQVO7TL4I`Ma*W[]V*Q\\MZ?M\PMV
walked up a steep hill to the Queens Hotel and back to
the Electric Railway for the journey to Ramsey. Parts of
\PMTQVMZ]V^MZaKTW[M\W\PMKTQٺMLOMOQ^QVOOWWL^QM_[

many we found their MPA (Manx Pale Ale^MZaLZQVSIJTM
<PMZMIZM X]J[WV\PM1[TMWN 5IVQV\PM!/WWL
*MMZ /]QLM <PM ;IQT:IQT \QKSM\[ use Low Saver Return for
travel on Fri, Sat, Sun in June, July, Aug & Sept.IZMKITTML\PM
=3¼[_MTTSMX\[MKZM\\QKSM\[IVL[QUQTIZJIZOIQVWVM[IZM
I^IQTIJTM NZWU IVa ZIQT_Ia [\I\QWV QV *ZQ\IQV \W *MTNI[\
Northern Ireland and Dublin, Republic of Ireland – more
LM\IQT[ KIV JM NW]VL WV \PM »5IV QV ;MI\ ¼ _MJ[Q\M
Anyone interested a trip to Dublin in May 2019?

Mick Slaughter
Photos by Derek Gibson & Mick Slaughter

In Ramsey we found Bar Logo served food and had time
to visit the Mitre and the Trafalgar Hotel. We then took
a bus to Kirk MichaelNWZ\PMU]T\QZWWUMLMitre and
the next part of the evening visits were, again, courtesy of a
sort of taxi service by local member David Halliwall. Other
pubs visited were the Raven, Ballaugh; Sulby Glen
Hotel; and the Ginger Hall, Sulby, which is a very
traditional pub. David took two of us to Ramsey for the bus
to Onchan and then took the rest via the Crag-Na-Bar
to meet up in Onchan where we visited the Manx Arms
and the Terminus Tavern. We walked to the Queens
Hotel and took a taxi to the town centre for visits to the
Prospect Hotel, Rovers ReturnIVL1ÅVQ[PMLQV\PM
Hooded Ram again! Those with greater capacity were
to be found in Jak’s on the Promenade, which didn’t seem
in a hurry to close!
On Sunday I went on the bus to Peel to photograph some
pub interiors and then took another trip on the Horse
Tram?M^Q[Q\ML[WUMX]J[WV6WZ\P9]Ia[]KPI[\PM
British Hotel ÅVQ[PQVO QV \PM Hooded Ram IOIQV 
?M KPMKSMLQV JMNWZM XU NWZ \PM SeaCat Fast
Ferry Manannan to Liverpool, which only takes 2 hours
UQV]\M[.ZWU\PM4IVLQVO;\IOMQVLiverpool, near
the famous Liver Building, some of the party took a
taxi while others walked to Lime Street Station (allow 20
UQV]\M[\W_ITSWVIZW]\M_PQKPR][\PIXXMV[\WXI[[\PM
Lion Tavern, a pub with a National Important Historic
Interior and a good range of real ales. We boarded the
  \ZIQV \W 4MML[ WVTa LQ[KW^MZ \PI\ XI[[MVOMZ[ PIL
ignored the seat reservations but we were able to obtain
our seats – it just showed how essential it is to make seat
reservations on the East Coast and Transpennine Trains,
having bought your SailRail tickets. At Leeds there was
just time to pop into Tapped Leeds before catching the
\ZIQVJIKS\W8M\MZJWZW]OP
A superb trip, highly recommended for anyone who loves
trains and transport as well as pubs and real ales. Although
lots of the pubs are owned by Okells (Heron & BrearleyQV
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Quarts & Thoughts
8T][ KI KPIVOM° QV \PM TI[\ 9]IZ\[ )VL <PW]OP\[ 1
reminisced about my enjoyable visit to the Loch Lomond
*ZM_MZa QV )TM`IVLZQI ;W Q\ _I[ _Q\P [WUM \ZMXQLI\QWV
that I found that the brewery had entered into an
“arrangement” with Greede Kerrching to supply a range
of cask ales into GK’s Scottish free trade, tied and managed
houses. I realise that business is business, and there’s no
point in brewing passionately for years and only breaking
even, but… While I’m sure that it will be business as usual
at Loch Lomond, recent history suggests that there may be
ominous rumblings to come! To be honest, I hadn’t realised
that GK were so prevalent north of the border, although
1SVW_\PMaW_V*MTPI^MVIVLJaI[[WKQI\QWV1VVQ[IVL
Gunn.
;XMISQVOWN W]ZNZQMVL[QV;]ٺWTS·1[XMV\IVM^MVQVOQV
*]Za;\-LU]VL[QVMIZTa7K\WJMZIVLPI^QVOKWV[]T\ML
\PM/*/[\ZWTTMLQV\W\PM\W_VPMILQVONWZ\PM,W^M

My route took me past the Greene King brewery, which
made me chuckle. A few years ago, whilst driving through
the town with my wife and another couple, I suddenly
realised that we were passing the brewery. It was a hot day
and the windows were down, and I involuntarily let out a
LMINMVQVO¹*7777 º\W\PMM^QLMV\[]ZXZQ[MWN IV]UJMZ
WN QVWٺMV[Q^MVMIZJaXMLM[\ZQIV[ )Va_Ia1LQOZM[[<PM
Dove is pretty much as it’s described in the Guide : “No
lager, TVs, pool or gaming machines here – the Dove is
how pubs used to be…” In fact, it’s owned by a former
GK accountant who apparently came to an arrangement
\W M^ILM \PM \QM JMNWZM J]aQVO \PM X]J W]\ZQOP\ 5a ÅZ[\
pint was Tring Moongazing, and whilst supping it I moved
Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk

over to the literary section, where I leafed through various
CAMRA newsletters (I’m always looking to steal other
XMWXTM¼[QLMI[NWZ][MQV*)-IVLOW\\ITSQVO\WILZQVSMZ
My second pint was Elgood’s Greyhound, and I noticed
that a pint glass full of pork scratchings had appeared on the
table. “Nice of the landlord to dish out snacks” I thought,
helping myself liberally, only for my new friend to say
“Leave some for me mate, they’ve just cost me two quid!”
Anyway, he can’t have
JMMV\WWUQٺMLJMKI][M
he recommended the
VMIZJa 7ISM[ *IZV I[
my second port of call.
This is a free house,
opened by two ladies –
a solicitor and a nurse,
not a bad combination
for two people running
I X]J  I KW]XTM WN 
years ago, and pubs
like this and the Dove
could have me looking
seriously at house prices
QV *]Za° 1VKQLMV\ITTa
my pints in the Oakes
*IZV _MZM .]TTMZ¼[ :ML
.W` IVL*]ٺa¼[6WZ_MOQIV*T]MI\! <PQ[Q[I
serious community pub – when was the last time you were
QVIX]J\PI\WٺMZML)L^IVKML+WV^MZ[I\QWVIT.ZMVKPI
8W[Q\Q^M *QZ\P /ZW]X +ZWKPM\ 3VQ\\QVO IVL <ZILQ\QWVIT
=VIKKWUXIVQML .WTS ;QVOQVO I[ _MTT I[ *TWSM[ )\ <PM
Oakes at various times during the week?
I was in Penrith again
recently and visited the
.MTT *IZ JI[QKITTa \PM \IX
NWZ \PM .MTT *ZM_MZa WN 
.TWWSJ]ZOP +]UJZQI
Enjoyed a pint of Fell’s
:WJ][\ 8WZ\MZ I\  
and couldn’t resist a half
of Fyne Ales Mills Hills
+WٺMM 1UXMZQIT ;\W]\ I\
I UMZM !  ;MZQW][Ta
um, fyne ale…and I had to
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*MMZ /]QLM XIZIXPMZVITQI W ٺI\ \PM ;P]KSJ]ZOP )ZU[
Southwick, so Tina and I drove through the quite beautiful
Northamptonshire countryside to take advantage of the
<P]Z[LIaVQOP\¹.Q[PIVL+PQX[NWZ.Q^M9]QLºWٺMZ<PI\
quite remarkable deal apart, it was heartening to see the
pub busy on a Thursday night – and equally encouraging
\W[MMÅ^MITM[WVWٺMZQV_PI\aW]PI^M\W[IaQ[IZMUW\M
JWWbMZ  5a XQV\[ PMZM _MZM ,QOÅMTL *IZV_MTT _PQKP
VM^MZM^MZLQ[IXXWQV\[IVL*ZM_[\MZ¼[,MKILMVKM<PMQZ
Hophead was also available along with Fuller’s London
8ZQLMIVL7ISPIU20*
+ITTMLI\\PM+I[\TM1VV+I[\TM*a\PIUWVIZMKMV\.ZQLIa
evening for a meal. This is a pub that faced an uncertain
future a while back, but it is now under the stewardship
of Will and Sue Stanton and was encouragingly busy. A
KPIXLZQVSQVOI\\PMJIZZMKWUUMVLML\PM*I[[IVL1_I[
LMTQOP\ML1¼L\ISMVPQ[ IL^QKM·1PI^MV¼\\I[\ML*I[[TQSM
\PI\[QVKM\PM! [ )T[WWVWٺMZ_MZM;]UUMZ4QOP\VQVO
Castle Rock Harvest Pale and Oakham Citra.

chuckle at the blackboard’s description of Fell’s Tinderbox
IPA : “Probably better than Carlsberg”. I couldn’t resist
KITTQVOI\\PM,WKSZIa0ITTTI\MZ[MM*)-NWZIXQV\WN 
Cumbrian Legendary Ales Oatmeal Stout.

0W P]U IVW\PMZ _MMS IVW\PMZ M^MVQVO QV *]Za ;\
-LU]VL[ <PQ[ \QUM 1 PMILML NWZ \PM *MMZPW][M IV
]V][]IT[MUQKQZK]TIZJ]QTLQVO_PQKPLW]JTM[]XI[\PM\IX
NWZ\PMVMIZJa*ZM_[PMLJZM_MZa-QOP\ITM[\PZMMKQLMZ[
IVL I KZIN\ SMO _ITT  1 [IUXTML *ZM_[PML *M[\  

+TW[MZ\WPWUM1_I[QV\PM*T]MJMTT0MTX[\WVINM__MMS[
ago and couldn’t help noticing that they stocked bottles of
\PM*MTOQIV¹[\ZWVOQMº3_ISJMPQVL\PMJIZ<PMJIZUIV
admitted that they didn’t sell much of it so I felt compelled
\WQV^WSM\PM[XQZQ\WN NWZUMZ*ZIVKP;WKQIT;MKZM\IZa2WPV
Hunt by buying up the stock of three bottles for, ahem,
“personal use”.
Was in the George, Stamford, a while back for a celebratory
LQVVMZ IVL 1 PI^M \W [Ia \PI\ \PM )LVIU[ *ZWIL[QLM QV
there is the best I’ve ever had from that particular brewery
– and I’ve drunk it several times in the Adnams heartland
WN  ;W]\P_WTL ;WUM _W]TL [Ia \PI\ I\ ! I XQV\ Q\
should be good – but on the “value for money” premise, I
ordered a third pint as my sweet course (it was still less than
PITN \PMXZQKMWN \PMKPMIXM[\[_MM\ 
;\QTTWV\PMTWKITNZWV\1PILWٺMZML\WLZWX[WUM/WWL
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8ITM! IVLITW^MTa>IVQTTI8WZ\MZ 1\¼[I[UITT
_WZTL·\PMTIVLTWZL_I[JWZVIVLJZMLQV+I[\TM*a\PIU
R][\ W]\[QLM W]Z *ZIVKP IZMI IVL PQ[ [Q[\MZ ZIV \PM VW_
defunct Hole In The Wall in Stamford for several years
QV\PM!![ )T[WKITTMLI\\PM+IVVWVIJZM_X]J_Q\P
two huge vats on display in the bar. This pub was more
NWWLLZQ^MV IVL TM[[ _MTKWUQVO J]\ 1 MVRWaML PIT^M[ WN 
Old Cannon Hornblower and Woodforde’s Red Admiral
before calling it a night.

;W · 1¼L ^Q[Q\ML NW]Z WN  *]Za¼[ Å^M VWV/3 X]J[ IVL
I TI[\QVO UMUWZa IXIZ\ NZWU \PM ITM[ Q[ \PM IV\Q/3
feedback I experienced. I’d expected some negativity, but
not the extent of the vehemence directed at what must
be one of the town’s biggest employers who, in the not so
LQ[\IV\XI[\M^MVMUXTWaMLIN]TT\QUM5WZ\OIOM[7ٻKMZ
to help employees to buy their own homes.

For The Real Ale Drinker In Your Life

Award Winning

el d
DigÀ

Ales

Plus ca change…

Al
ABV 3.9%

brewed at
Lilford Lodge Farm
Barnwell
Northamptonshire
01832 273954
ZZZGLJÀHOGDOHVFRXN
Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk
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Good Beer Guide 2019
As the new edition hits our shelves we thought we’d welcome the new entries,
and pay tribute to those that have notched up 10 consecutive years.

•

Welcome to the GBG
•

Frothblowers, Peterborough – New to the guide,
after being open for just over a year. Peterborough’s
newest Micropub has been serving excellent Real Ale
since the start, and there is nothing to suggest it won’t
JMKWUM I XMZUIVMV\ Å`\]ZM NWZ aMIZ[ \W KWUM 1N 
those accolades aren’t enough, it has already picked
up the local Cider Pub of the Year award too.

•

Yard of Ale, Peterborough – New to the guide,
the pub previously known as the “New Inn” and then
¹<PM7ٻKMºPI[JMMV\ZIV[NWZUMLIVLÅVITTaUILM
\PMO]QLMI\\PMth attempt! It just shows what can
happen when the right people run a pub.

•

Anchor, Bourne – New to the guide, this pub was a
worthy candidate for the local Pub Of The Year, and
has rightly been recognised as an excellent place for
a pint or two.

•
•
•

•
•

Ship, Oundle·0I[UILM\PMO]QLMNWZÅZ[\\QUM
[QVKM  <PQ[ TWVO\QUM NI^W]ZQ\M WN  /*/[ XI[\
has made a welcome return. Let’s hope it can have
another extended run.

•

George Hotel, Whittlesey – This Wetherspoon’s
pub has made it back after three years out.

•

King’s Arms, Polebrook<PQ[\ZILQ\QWVIT^QTTIOM
local missed out on the last two years, so it is pleasing
to see it make a welcome return.

•

•

Blue Bell, Helpston – Missed out last year, but
now back after one year out. The pub has been a
ZMO]TIZNWZIOWWLKP]VSWN \PMTI[\aMIZ[UQ[[QVO
only seven of them in total.

Montagu Arms, Barnwell – This charismatic
country pub in idyllic surroundings has been found
QV\PMO]QLM[QVKM<PMX]JPI[[\Z]KSIOZMI\
balance between food and beer, and never fails to
impress on either count.
Draper’s Arms, Peterborough – Originally part
of the copycat “Old Monk” chain but soon absorbed
into the Wetherspoon fold, it has been performing
_MTT[QVKM
Boat, Whittlesey·)XXMIZMLQV\PM^MZaÅZ[\O]QLM
QV!IVL_I[IVWKKI[QWVIT^Q[Q\WZ\W\PMPITTW_ML
pages in the following decade or so, fell from grace
ITQ\\TMJ]\PI[JMMVIKWV[\IV\MV\ZIV\[QVKM
Letter B, Whittlesey – Made a couple of
IXXMIZIVKM[QV\PMÅZ[\aMIZ[]X\W!J]\PI[
JMMV IV M^MZXZM[MV\ [QVKM 6W\ WVTa Q[ \PQ[ X]J I
5MKKINWZ)TMTW^MZ[Q\\aXQKITTaWٺMZ[\MVWZUWZM
ciders.
Jolly Brewer, Stamford – Another pub to feature
QV\PM^MZaÅZ[\MLQ\QWVJ]\QV\PQ[KI[M\PMa[WWVNMTT
W\ٺPM:MIT)TM[KMVMNWZUIVaaMIZ[]V\QTZM[]ZNIKQVO
QV!
Tobie Norris, Stamford – the second Knead pub
\WNMI\]ZMQV\PQ[TQ[\Q\WVTaJMKIUMIX]JQV
[W \W PI^M NMI\]ZML M^MZa aMIZ [QVKM ! Q[ I ÅVM
achievement.

Mark Finney

Local Roll of Honour – pubs that
have stacked up 10 consecutive years

•

Hand & Heart, Peterborough·<PQ[UIOVQÅKMV\
back street local has been in the guide since 2004. It is
the area’s only National Level Heritage Pub, and can
always be relied upon for a varied range of beers in
great condition.

•

Smith’s, Bourne·)OIQVQV\PM/*/[QVKM
\PQ[ Q[ WVM WN  \PM ÅZ[\ 3VMIL OZW]X X]J[ IVL PI[
XMZNWZUMLM`KMTTMV\TaNWZ\PMTI[\aMIZ[
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PLOUGHMAN’S
PLEASURE
After an arduous TEN year campaign the future of The
Ploughman public house in Werrington, Peterborough is
now thankfully secured.
The Ploughman has received various awards from the
local CAMRA branch, not the least of which were Pub
WN  \PM AMIZ QV  IVL IOIQV QV  LM[XQ\M \PM X]J¼[
]VKMZ\IQVN]\]ZMÅZ[\Ta_Q\P\PZMI\[WN LMUWTQ\QWVJa\PM
then owners Tesco and more recently (following the sale
WN [MK\QWV[WN ?MZZQVO\WV+MV\ZMJa<M[KWJaI8ZWXMZ\a
Development Company headed by John Livock that had
purchased the pub and surrounding areas. Plans submitted
to the City Council clearly showed the intention to
demolish The Ploughman to make way for new housing
LM^MTWXUMV\[J]\IN\MZITWVOIVLWN\MVLQٻK]T\KIUXIQOV
Ja X]J TIVLTWZL )VLa ;QUUWVL[ ;QUUW XTIV[ NWZ \PM
demolition of the pub have now been shelved and Andy
PI[ÅVITTa[MK]ZMLITWVO\MZUTMI[MNWZ\PMVM`\aMIZ[
Examples of community pubs abound, but The Ploughman
truly is a valued asset of the Werrington community. Tens
of thousands of pounds have previously been raised
in support of a variety of local projects, not the least of
_PQKP 0MT\_I\M ;KPWWT _PQKP PI[ JMVMÅ\ML \W \PM \]VM
of a £3,000+ donation just from this year’s successful July
*MMZ .M[\Q^IT <PM X]J¼[ NIKQTQ\QM[ KWV\QV]M \W JM MVRWaML
by the darts teams, poker players, runners and sponsored
football teams to mention a few.
Landlord Andy and his brother Stuart (former landlord of
<PM,ZIOWVIT[WQV?MZZQVO\WVZMKMQ^MLI8M\MZJWZW]OP

Civic Award in recognition of the Community Involvement
and Charity work achieved by Team Ploughman. Pubs are
clearly in the family DNA with third brother Chris being
TIVLTWZLWN \PM+)5:))_IZL_QVVQVO9]MMV[)ZU[QV
*ZQ`PIU,M^WV
1\¼[PIZL\WQUIOQVMIV¹M[\I\MX]JºJ]QT\QV\PMMIZTa» ¼[
having such a dedicated following of supporters, including
local councillors and MP’s, campaigning alongside the
MV\P][QI[\QK [\I ٺIVL UIVIOMUMV\ \MIU \W XZM^MV\ \PM
¹*QO *Wa[º NZWU OM\\QVO \PMQZ _Ia IVL LMUWTQ[PQVO \PQ[
X]JTQKPW][MQV\PM[MIZKPNWZ[PWZ\\MZUÅVIVKQITOIQV
The Ploughman remains a totally “free house” always with
IZIVOMWN _MTTSMX\ZMITITM[\aXQKITTaWN\MV_Q\PWVM
WZUWZM;W]\P,M^WVITM[I^IQTIJTMVW\][]ITTa[IUXTML
in the Peterborough area. With two separate bars the pub
is also well established on the local entertainment scene
featuring live music every weekend and the opportunity to
take advantage of the lounge bar which may be available
for larger functions or parties.

Kim Neale
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POSH PINTS
And away we go...
)[*)-_MV\\WXZM[[8W[P_MZM[\QTT]VJMI\MVI_IaNZWU
home, a remarkable achievement at this stage of the season.
I’d like to think that this is partly due to the travelling
support whose vocal chords have been lubricated in pubs
suggested on the Posh Pints pages! Anyway, December
IVL 2IV]IZa JZQVO \ZQX[ \W XZWUW\QWV ZQ^IT[ *IZV[TMa
Accrington Stanley and Luton plus strugglers Shrewsbury
IVL *ZQ[\WT :W^MZ[ =VNWZ\]VI\MTa I\ \PQ[ [\IOM _M LWV¼\
know whether or not Posh are still in the FA Cup!

15th December, Shrewsbury
Town, KO 1500.
NAG’S HEAD
?aTM+WX;A@*
Allegedly haunted pub whose interior has remained
]VKPIVOML NWZ UIVa aMIZ[ 0WJ[WV[ *M[\ ,WWU *IZ
4IVLTWZL?aM>ITTMa08)O]M[\ITM*]\VWNWWL
THREE FISHES
.Q[P;\ZMM\;A=:
Hooray! Freshly prepared lunchtime grub is available in
\PQ[\PKMV\]ZaJ]QTLQVOQV\PM\W_V¼[UMLQM^ITY]IZ\MZ
\WKWUXTMUMV\\PMÅ^MTWKITIVLVI\QWVITITM[QVKT]LQVO
Stonehouse Station bitter and Three Tuns stout.

26th December, Barnsley, KO
1500.
THE MOUNT
8WV\MNZIK\:WIL;)*
¹4QSM OWQVO JIKS \W \PM [ I OWWL \ZILQ\QWVIT JWWbMZ 
.ZQMVLTa[\IٺVQKMXQV\_PI\UWZMKW]TLaW]I[S'/WWL
food too.” What’s not to like, as they say?
DOVE INN
,WVKI[\MZ:WIL;<8
) LMKMV\ VWVWV[MV[M PW[\MTZa VW\ NIZ NZWU 7IS_MTT
welcomes away supporters. Owned by Selby brewers
Old Mill. However – “even the Foster’s tastes nice.” You
decide…

29th December, Accrington
Stanley, KO 1500.
CANINE CLUB
)JJMa;\ZMM\**-6
4IZOM [\ZMM\KWZVMZ [WKQIT KT]J WV I J][a [\ZMM\ ITT
welcome. Traditional games room at the rear of the pub.
The changing beer range usually includes a couple of East
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Lancashire brews, which has to be a good thing, and one
NZWUN]Z\PMZIÅMTL6WT]VKP\QUMNWWL\PW]OP
PEEL PARK HOTEL
<]ZSMa;\ZMM\**-?
A true free house opposite the site of Stanley’s original
OZW]VL[\QTT][MLJa8MMT8IZS.+;Q`ITM[WVNZWU[UITTMZ
regional breweries. No grub though.

5th January, Bristol Rovers, KO
1500.
ANNEXE
;MaUW]Z:WIL*;!-9
Community pub not far from the Memorial Stadium, can
get busy on match days. Large conservatory/family room
\W WVM [QLM ;M^MZIT <>[ QVKT]LQVO WVM W]\[QLM [PW_
live sport. Some guest ales can be “fairly adventurous”,
IXXIZMV\Ta_PQTMOWWL^IT]M_PWTM[WUMNWWLQ[[MZ^MLI\
lunchtimes.
DRAPER’S ARMS
/TW]KM[\MZ:WIL*; <B
+TW[M \W \PM OZW]VL \PQ[ _I[ *ZQ[\WT¼[ ÅZ[\ UQKZWX]J
Prides itself on an interesting and changing beer selection
NZWU QV IVL IZW]VL *ZQbbTM =X \W MQOP\ ITM[ [MZ^ML Ja
gravity, frequently including a dark ale, and three real
KQLMZ[*IZ[VIKS[I^IQTIJTM6WU][QKWZ<>J]\¹I_IZU
welcome and a convivial, cosy atmosphere, with a focus
WVKWV^MZ[I\QWVº4WKIT+)5:)8]JWN \PMAMIZ

19th January, Luton Town, KO
1500.
BEECH HILL CONSERVATIVE CLUB
 4MIOZI^M:WIL4= 0B
Welcomes away supporters who can park there for £4.
There’s a charge to get in, but the ale is so cheap you’ll
probably still be up on the deal!
WHITE HOUSE
*ZQLOM;\ZMM\4=6*
A bright, clean Wetherspoon outlet in the Galaxy Centre,
ZMN]ZJQ[PMLQV<PMX]JWٺMZ[O]M[\ITM[NZWU>ITMWZ
<ZQVOIOIQV\PQ[U][\JM[MMVI[IXT][I[_MTTI[\PM][]IT
options. Lunchtime nosh, obviously.

Al
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FROTHBLOWERS
FERVOUR
+MTMJZI\WZaLZQVS[ÆW_MLI\\PM.ZW\PJTW_MZ[?MZZQVO\WV
WV<P]Z[LIath October as the pub was presented with
a CAMRA Gold Award. The award is “for creating a
welcoming, friendly and inclusive environment in a superb
community pub, serving an excellent range of beers and
ciders”.
Pictured left to right are Frothblowers luminaries Louise
Lawrence, Debbie Williams, John Lawrence and Steve
?QTTQIU[ XT][ <WU *MZIV WN  \PM *]UJTM 1VV _PW
proposed the pub for the award.
Photo : Richard Eames

WHITTLESEY BEER
FESTIVAL NEWS
You will recall that the Rotary Club of Whittlesey held
Q\[ QVI]O]ZIT +PIZQ\a *MMZ .M[\Q^IT JIKS QV 5Ia <PM
organisers are delighted to announce that a remarkable
 _I[ ZIQ[ML NWZ \PM ?PQ\\TM[Ma AW]VO 8MWXTM¼[
Counselling Service and MIND. A big “thankyou” is due
to all who attended and supported this worthwhile event.
The Rotary Club hope you all enjoyed yourselves!

It is the Rotary Club’s intention to run a second Festival
VM`\ aMIZ WV \PM [IUM _MMSMVL th!th May, at the
Falcon, Whittlesey – so please make a note of it in your
diaries! The chosen charities next year will be Whittlesey
Young People’s Counselling Service as well as the No Pain
No Gain Charity.
Visit our website for up-to-date news: www.real-ale.org.uk
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Diary Dates

CAMRA meetings, socials and beer festivals

Thursday 24th – Saturday 26th

December
Monday 3rd at 8.30pm
)/5WN 8M\MZJWZW]OPIVL,Q[\ZQK\*ZIVKPWN +)5:)
I\\PM*ZM_MZa<IX?M[\OI\M8M\MZJWZW]OP8-))
All members welcome, please bring membership card.

th-Ta[QIV?QV\MZ*MMZ.M[\Q^ITI\<PM5IT\QVO[;PQX
4IVM-Ta+***.WZLM\IQT["
www.elycamrabeerfest.com

February

Sunday 30th at 8.30pm
*]ZOPTMa;Y]IZM+T]J*]ZOPTMa:WIL8M\MZJWZW]OP
8-9)+W]V\NWZ8]JWN \PMAMIZIVL/WWL*MMZ
Guide entries.

January

Monday 4th at 8:30pm
,]KSIVL,ZISM5IQV;\ZMM\AI`TMa8-4A
*ZIVKP5WV\PTa5MM\QVOITT_MTKWUMXTMI[MJZQVO
membership card.

Tuesday 19th – Saturday 23rd

Monday 7th at 8.30pm
AIZLWN )TM7]VLTM:WIL8M\MZJWZW]OP8-!8)
*ZIVKP5WV\PTa5MM\QVOITT_MTKWUMXTMI[MJZQVO
membership card.

/ZMI\*ZQ\Q[P?QV\MZ*MMZ.M[\Q^ITI\<PM0ITT[6WZ_QKP
6:)=.WZLM\IQT["____QV\MZOJJNWZO]S

Friday 18th – Sunday 20th
40th?PQ\\TM[MI;\ZI_*MIZ.M[\Q^IT.WZLM\IQT["
www.strawbear.org.uk

The Ramblewood Inn
‘The pub in the woods’
The all day venue – Open for meals and
snacks 12pm to 9pm daily
A conservatory restaurant with food served all
day, nooks and crannies in the old stables, outdoor
seating and extensive parking, plus a selection of
Real Ales.

Real food, Real ales, Real pub
Orton Hall Hotel & Spa,
The Village, Orton Longueville,
Peterborough, PE2 7DN
Tel: 01733 391111

50%

All food
purchased when
you spend £30
or more

Name
Email
Postcode
Terms and Conditions - Coupon valid only when £30 or more is spent on food,
cannot be exchanged for cash, does not apply to spend on drinks
cannot be used in FRQMXQFWLRQ with any other promotion, not valid for parties
in excess of 8 people. Valid from th 1RYHPEHU 201WR th -DQXDU\ 201.
([FOXGHVWKWKWKDQGVW'HFDQGVW-DQIf you ZRXOGOLNH
WRUHFHLYHGHWDLOVRIRXUSURPRWLRQVSOHDVHWLFNKHUH

)RUVSHFLDOR̆HUVQHZVDQGWUDYHOGLUHFWLRQVYLVLWwww.traditionalinns.co.uk
www.traditionalinns.co.uk
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Branch Contacts
Branch
Committee
Secretary: Dickie Bird
-TT_WWL)^MV]M
8M\MZJWZW]OP8- 4A
!! !
info@real-ale.org.uk

8ZM[[7ٻKMZ";Q\]I\QWV
Vacant
XZM[[WٻKMZ(ZMITITM
org.uk
+QLMZ7ٻKMZ"*MZVQLM\\M
Geldart
cider@real-ale.org.uk

Chairman: Matt Mace
 !!
chairman@real-ale.org.uk

Young Members: Ryan
Murray
young-members@real-ale.
org.uk

Treasurer: Paul Beecham
! 
 !
treasurer@real-ale.org.uk

Membership: Karen Quinn
membership@real-ale.
org.uk

Vice Chair: Dave Murray

vice-chair@real-ale.org.uk
BAE Editor: Alun Thomas
  
bae-editor@real-ale.org.uk

Festival Org: Mike Lane
 
festival-organiser@real-ale.
org.uk
4WK)TM7ٻKMZ"5IZS?ZWM
!!
locale@real-ale.org.uk

Social Sec: James Sheppard

 !
social-sec@real-ale.org.uk
8]J[7ٻKMZ"5IZS.QVVMa
!!! !
X]J[WٻKMZ(ZMITITMWZO]S

Webmaster: Situation
Vacant
webmaster@real-ale.org.uk
Minuting Secretary:
Jonathan House

RWVI\PIVPW][M (OUIQT

Brewery
Liaison Ofﬁcers
Angles Ales: Mark Wroe
!!

Mile Tree Brewery:
Steve Williams

Nene Valley: Bill Taylor
! 

Bexar County Brewery:
Dave Botton


Oakham Ales: Dave Allett
!

Blue Bell: Sarah Finney
bluebell-blo@real-ale.org.uk

Rocket Ales : Don Rudd
 

Castor Ales: Mike Lane
 

Tydd Steam: Dickie Bird

,QOÅMTL",I^M?ITTMZ
 !

Xtreme Ales: Daryl Ling
!!
xtreme-blo@real-ale.org.uk

Elgood’s: James Sheppard

!! !

 !
Hopshackle: Jonathan
House
 
3QVO[+TQٺM*ZM_MZa"
Don Rudd
 

Trading
Standards
 
www.consumerdirect.gov.uk
Check out our website at:
www.real-ale.org.uk

Melbourn: Don Rudd
 

Pub Merit Awards & Gold Awards
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